
  

UniQure Open Interest Bullish for Long Term View 

Ticker/Price: QURE ($40.85) 

 

Analysis: 

Uniqure (QURE) with 1,000 Jan. 2022 $50 puts sold to open on 11/2 for $19.80, sizable ITM trade showing 

confidence in the current base. QURE has seen the Jan. 2020 $40 puts sold to open 1000X while the $50 calls bought 

as well recently while 7500 Jan. 2022 $70 calls remain in OI from June. QURE has been a laggard name for the last 

couple months but put in a reversal month in October and above $42.75 has room back to the 200-day at $50. The 

$1.81B biotech trades 6.5X cash with limited debt and enough runway for operations until late 2024. QURE is a leading 

gene therapy company given their manufacturing leadership and best-in-class AAV5 vector. They have a deep pipeline 

of projects in Hemophilia B, Fabry, and Huntington’s disease. Their latter is significant given the size of the patient 

population and lack of treatment options and QURE has positive early stage data. Their Hemophilia B program took a 

big jump forward this year with a partnership with CSL Behring which brings commercial expertise. Analysts have an 

average target for shares of $74. RBC starting coverage at Outperform on 10/22, the firm believes the company's HOPE-

B pivotal study will read out positively by the end of the year and sees the potential for uniQure to have a "first and best-

in-class" Hemophilia B treatment. RJF starting at Strong Buy in late August as uniQure checks all of her "investment 

criteria" boxes for a gene therapy company, as it has a platform with multiple assets in the pipeline; in-house 

commercial scale manufacturing; and clinical proof-of-concept demonstrated with its construct. Short interest is 7.4% 

and down from near 12% in January. Hedge fund ownership fell 12.75% in Q2. Nantahala Capital a top holder with 

1.56M shares and some call options. Avoro Capital, Point72, and Redmile all top holders too.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: QURE is working higher out of a key low that aligns with prior support, a true gene therapy 

leader that seems to be one of the best positioned and like seeing confident trades like this one.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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